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Want More
Effective and
Efficient Data
Analysis?
Use Access!
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HAVE YOU EVER NEEDED TO ANALYZE DATA to help answer a question only to
discover that your current system isn’t designed for the analysis you want to perform?
Or have you ever needed to perform an analysis that required data from several systems or that involved combining data from company systems with external sources
such as department-maintained spreadsheets or data from surveys or public sources?
Accountants often use Microsoft® Excel to extract and analyze data, but working
with data in Excel can be very time-consuming and cumbersome—especially when
information needs to be combined from multiple files and then manually checked for
data integrity. For example, assume you want to determine if certain types of customers are more likely to generate warranty claims. To do so, you’d want to analyze
sales and warranty claims by customer type. Yet customer type isn’t included in the
company’s information system. Instead, your marketing department keeps an Excel
worksheet that lists customer type for all customers (e.g., retail, wholesaler, home
builder, etc.). In order to perform the analysis, you could use a combination of Excel
and manual means to combine the data, check it for errors, and then produce the
desired summaries by customer type. Microsoft® Access, however, is a better, more
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efficient and effective tool to use.
Importing the data into Access connects information
from disparate systems and transforms it into a more
usable form, enabling meaningful data analysis and
allowing for automatic data validation. There are five
steps to performing data analysis with Access: Gather
data, create a database, edit and validate data, connect
data files, and perform queries. It’s important to note that
the databases we discuss aren’t meant to be comprehensive databases that support an organization’s transaction
systems, data marts, or data warehouses. Rather, they are
temporary databases set up quickly for the sole purpose
of data analysis. They can be used once or updated periodically (e.g., for monthly analysis). Using these databases

Common Access
Database Terms

Table 1:

Table—An Access database needs to contain at
least one table, and it often contains many different
tables. Tables can be thought of as similar to a
worksheet in an Excel workbook.
Field—Each table contains one or more fields. A
field is a column of data (similar to a column in an
Excel worksheet). For example, in a Customers
table, there might be a field for customer number,
another field for zip code, etc. Fields can be created
as text or numeric data types.
Primary Key—For each table, one field is typically
identified as the primary key (although a compound

requires a basic familiarity with Access, including an
understanding of table, relationship, and query construction. (Table 1 provides a brief review of database terminology used in this article.) This article takes a detailed
look at the first four steps of the process, which involve
preparing the data for analysis in Access.

STEP 1:

The first step is to determine exactly what analyses you
want to perform and ensure that you gather all the requisite data. In the customer type example, for instance, both
the sales and warranty files are part of the organization’s
main transaction system, but marketing maintains its
own separate file to track customer type. Therefore, you
would need to gather data from three files to perform the
analysis.
In order to be imported into Access, the gathered data
needs to be in the proper format. It should exist as an
Excel worksheet (XLS) or a text file with comma- or tabdelimited fields (CSV or TXT). Data from existing systems may already be in the correct format or may need to
be exported into a usable file.
Though not required, it’s easier to work with data files
that have a header row, which lists the names of each
field. For example, a Customer file may contain fields
such as customer number, customer name, and so forth.
Keep in mind that if this information isn’t in the data file,
you need to make sure that you know what data is in
each column so you can add field names in Step 2. Now
that you have collected the data in the proper format, you
can import it into an Access database.

primary key is possible). A primary key must be a

Create a Database

unique identifier and can’t be empty or null. For

STEP 2:

example, in the Customers table, customer name

Open Access, and create a new blank database by selecting File, New, Blank Database. (This discussion assumes
Access 2003 is used. There may be slight differences if
you’re using a different version.) You will be prompted to
name the database and select where to save it.
Once you have created the database, you need to create
tables for each data file identified in Step 1. Working with
one file at a time, you can simultaneously create a table
and populate it with data. For example, suppose that you
want to import a data file that contains customer information. On the Access menu, select File, Get External
Data, Import. You may need to change the “Files of type”
to reflect your data type, such as Excel or text files. If
you’re importing from an Excel workbook that contains
multiple worksheets, the Import Wizard will list all worksheets and display the first five or six rows of data. Review

wouldn’t be a good primary key because two different customers might have the same name. As long
as all customers have a customer number—and
each one is unique—then customer number would
be a valid primary key.
Record—Within each table, there may be one or
more records. These are similar to rows in an Excel
worksheet. For example, in the Customers table,
each customer is a separate record.
Relationships—Related fields in separate tables
can be connected via a relationship. For example,
the customer number field in the Customers table
may be connected via a relationship to the customer number field in the Sales table.
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this to ensure you’re importing the correct worksheet,
then select Next. A dialog box will ask if the first row contains column headings (a header row). If it does, make
sure the box is checked, and then click Next. If there isn’t
a header row, uncheck the box, and select Next. Access
will assign default column headings, or field names, of
Field1, Field2, and so on.
The next prompt asks if you want to store your data in
a new or existing table. Make sure “In a New Table” is
checked, and then select Next. Now you can add or
change the field names. If you don’t want to import a
particular field from the original data file, highlight the
applicable column, and check “Do not import field.”
Once you’ve named all the fields and decided which ones
to import or skip, click Next. Here you’ll be asked if you
want to designate a primary key. Select “No primary key,”
and then click Next. The last step is to name the table.
Make sure the name is descriptive enough (for example,
Customers) so that you know what data it contains. Click
Finish. You have now imported your first set of data into
Access.
If you want to see the data that you’ve imported, make
sure that Tables is highlighted in the left-hand frame, and
then double-click the table you just created (Customers).
The table of your data will resemble an Excel worksheet,
with field names at the top of each column.
Now import the rest of the data, making a separate
table for each file. Once you have imported all of your
data, you can edit it to add primary keys, validate and
correct any faulty data, and make any final changes to
field names.

STEP 3:

Edit and Validate Data

There are two potential issues with data in the newly created tables: (1) The data was imported without identifying a primary key, and (2) the data may be “dirty,” or not
valid. Both issues can be addressed using utility queries
available in Access.

Identify the Primary Key
In order to be a primary key, a field must meet two conditions: Each record must have a unique identifier in that
field, and the field can’t hold any blank or null values.
Ensuring that each record has a unique identifier in the
targeted field can be done through a query. Click Queries
in the left-hand frame of Access. From the menu, select
Insert, Query. A window labeled “New Query” will appear
(see Figure 1). Select “Find Duplicates Query Wizard,”
and click OK. Highlight the table you want to check for

Figure 1: Create

a Utility Query

duplicate records (Customers), and click Next. Select
your potential primary key (Customer Number), click the
arrow button (>) to move it into the “Duplicate-value
Fields” column, and then click Finish. If there are no
duplicate records, the query will be blank (which is what
you want).
If there are duplicate records, they will be displayed
with the number of duplicate items. In our example, suppose that there were three records using 1001 as the customer number. The results would list Customer number
as the left-hand field, showing 1001. The right-hand field,
NumberOfDups, would indicate 3. To correct the duplicates, open the applicable table (the Customers table),
then sort the table by the potential primary key (rightclick on the applicable field label, and select Sort Ascending). Either remove duplicate records or change the
values as appropriate.
The second step in identifying a primary key is to
ensure there are no blank or null values in the primary
key field. Null values are easily detected by opening and
sorting the table (right-click on the applicable field label,
and select Sort Ascending) and visually inspecting for
empty fields. Provide values for fields with null values, or
delete those records. The field can now be designated as
the primary key.
With the table open, go up to the menu and select
View, Design View. Right-click on the field that you want
to designate as the primary key, and select Primary Key.
While looking at the table in Design View, you can also
change any field names. Close the table. Repeat this procedure to create primary keys for the remaining tables.

Validating the Data
The second issue with the new tables is that data may be
“dirty” or invalid. For example, you might have a Customers table with “Customer Type” as a field. Since you
want to do an analysis of sales and warranty claims by
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customer type, this is an important field that
must have valid data. There’s a problem,
however, because some of the retail customers are coded as “Retail” and others as
“001.” In order to perform a data analysis by
customer type, you need to ensure that this
important data is consistent and valid. Currently, the data analysis would be fragmented
because retail customers don’t have a consistent coding scheme.
This issue requires creating a validating
table. Create a table for the important field
(Customer Type) by selecting Tables in the
left-hand frame and then double-clicking
“Create table in design view” (see Figure 2).
Enter a descriptive field name (Customer
Type). Right-click on this field name, and identify it as a
primary key.
Close the table, and save the changes, entering a descriptive name for the new table (Customer Types). You will be
back at the screen that lists all of the tables. Double-click
the table you just created, and input all possible valid data
items (“Retail” may be valid, but “001” isn’t). All data can
be entered in one column with each item on a separate
row. For example, enter “Retail” in the first row, “Home
Builder” in the second, “Distributor” in the third, and so
on. When all valid items have been entered, close the table.
You have finished creating a validating table.
Now you can verify whether the imported data in your
table (Customers) contains valid data for the important
field (Customer Type). Open a new query, and run “Find
Unmatched Query Wizard.” Select the table with data you
want to validate (the Customers table), then click Next.
Select the validating table (the Customer Types table). For
the Customers table, highlight the field that you are validating (Customer Type), click “<=>” to match it to the
field in the validating table, and then click Finish. If there
are no problems, a blank query will appear. If any records
don’t match the validating table, this information will be
displayed. For example, any record with the customer
type of “001” won’t match the valid customer types and
thus will be displayed. Make any data corrections in this
screen (e.g., change all “001” customer types to “Retail”),
and close the query. Your important field is now validated. (If you want to verify this, run the “Find Unmatched
Query Wizard” again. A blank query should appear.)
Repeat this procedure to create additional validating
tables for other fields that you want to validate—in the
same table and any others.
50
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Figure 2: A

Table in Design View

Figure 3: The

STEP 4:

Edit Relationships Window

Connect Data Files

Now that the multiple data files have been imported into
tables, edited, and validated, you need to connect the
tables by creating relationships. Typically, a relationship
connects a primary key in one table to a regular field in
another table. For example, the Customer Number in the
Customers table (a primary key) can be connected to the
Customer Number field in the Sales table. You also need
to establish a relationship between the matching fields in
original tables and their validating tables. In our example,
you would establish a relationship between the Customer
Type field in the Customers table and the Customer Type
field in the Customer Types table.
To create relationships, select Tables in the left-hand
frame. From the menu at top, select Tools, Relationships.
Highlight all of the tables, and click Add. Each table will
be added to the Relationship window as a separate box.
Change the size of each box so that field names are visi-

ble. Move the boxes around so that validating
Figure 4: The Completed Relationships Window
tables are near the corresponding original
tables. First establish a relationship between
each validating table and the corresponding
original table. For example, highlight Customer
Type in the validating table (Customer Types).
Holding down the left mouse key, drag your
mouse to the corresponding field (Customer
Type) in the original table (Customers), and
release the mouse button. An “Edit Relationship” window will appear (see Figure 3). Click
the “Enforce Referential Integrity” box, then
Create.
After repeating this procedure for all validating tables, create relationships among the original tables. For example, the Customer Number
over, when you are updating the tables, new data is autofield in the Customers table should be connected to the
matically validated. In Excel, you would need to manually
Customer Number field in the Sales table. When you are
review the data for invalid entries.
finished, each original data table should be connected to
3. The “Find Unmatched” and “Find Duplicates” utiliat least one other original data table. See Figure 4 for the
ty queries are editing tools that readily perform the editcompleted Relationships window. Close the Relationships
ing functions their names imply. In Excel, these steps
window, and save the changes. Now that the data has
need to be performed manually.
been imported, validated, and connected, it is ready to be
4. Access’s report-generating features offer ways to
analyzed.
quickly polish the results of an analysis for distribution to
USE ACCESS TO COMPLEMENT EXCEL
other personnel.
Most accountants are familiar with using Excel for data
Accountants who acquire some facility in Access to
handling, analysis, and reporting. Excel’s data analysis
complement their ability in Excel will be able to deal with
features are similar to those of Access, but there are a
much more complex data analysis situations involving
number of situations where the data handling and
data files from multiple sources. They also will have powreporting capabilities of Access are more efficient:
erful tools to assure the validity of the data they are ana1. Two or more files that share a common field can be
lyzing. Once data is assembled using Access, importing
imported into Access tables and connected via relationand exporting records between Excel and Access makes
ships so that analyses using the combined data can be
available all the analysis tools of both software packages
performed easily. While Excel pivot tables allow for easy
to help you answer vital business questions.
data analysis, they require data to be in one worksheet.
In a subsequent article, we will discuss using Access
When you are working with multiple data files, combinqueries and reports in order to analyze data and format
ing the data into one worksheet in Excel is extremely
the results, exporting query results to Excel for additional
cumbersome.
statistical or graphical analyses, and using Access capabili2. Validation of data can be especially important when
ties to validate additional data added to the original
using external data sources that haven’t been validated by
database. ■
an information system. Also, a company with multiple
locations may use different information systems and difJanet A. Samuels, CPA, Ph.D., is an assistant professor at
ferent data codes for the same data item. For example, the
Arizona State University at the West campus in Glendale,
Milwaukee location may refer to a customer type as “DisAriz. You can contact her at Janet.Samuels@asu.edu.
tributor,” while the Green Bay location uses “Distribution.” In Access, data is automatically validated by
Robert E. Wood, Ph.D., is a lecturer at Arizona State Unicreating validating tables, setting up relationships
versity at the West campus in Glendale, Ariz. You can conbetween tables, and invoking referential integrity. Moretact him at Robert.E.Wood@asu.edu.
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